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The dating…

metaverse?

https://arpost.co/2022/07/29/best-vr-apps-for-

socializing-with-friends/





Convergence of harms



Convergence of harms

https://immerse.news/designing-safer-social-vr-76f99f0be82e?gi=bfa4956529dd 

https://immerse.news/designing-safer-social-vr-76f99f0be82e?gi=bfa4956529dd


What harms should be anticipated and prevented 
in the dating metaverse? 

How can the dating metaverse be designed to 
prevent such harms?



Method
Participatory design with online daters and social VR 

users of diverse gender and sexual identities



How do users define harm in 

the dating metaverse?

• Users reject the notion of objectively harmful 

behaviors

+ Example: anti-harassment policies

• Instead, users understand harm as any action or 

behavior without permission of the 

recipient/observer.

+ Harm = Nonconsensual behavior



Examples of 

nonconsensual acts in the 

dating metaverse

• Unwanted sexualized verbal dialogue or 

simulated bodily movements

• Nonconsensual observation of sexual 

interactions between other users

• Interactions agreed to under misinformed 

pretenses

• Unwanted sexual activity during in-person 

date



How do we prevent nonconsensual 

acts in VR dating?

Instead of features that react to harm that 

has already occurred (blocking, muting, 

reporting), we can design…

Consent mechanics: features intended to 

support the giving, receiving, and denying 

of agreement to interpersonal behavior 

through virtual and augmented reality.



Why consent mechanics can 

be effective

1. Victims often find it difficult to say no (and 

thus would not report the perpetrator).

2. Sexual harm often occurs without conscious 

intent due to misunderstanding of consent.



Grace: “So I remember he said can you send me a picture 

because your ones on [your dating profile],they were old 

or whatever. So I sent him like a face shot. I'm in the 

library. So I can't really do much, right? I just take a 

selfie. [He was] like, no, I want a full body shot. So I 

was like, okay, whatever. It’s fine. I'll just go into the 

bathroom. Took a full body selfie in the mirror. He's 

like, well, I was hoping for more than that. [...] I told 

him no, indirectly. So it was kind of like, I'm not. I 

don't know.”

Absence of technology to 

support saying no



Ethan: “[During messaging on the dating app] she was like, 

‘Yeah, I was a Catholic school girl.’ She gave me a winky 

face [emoji]. It's like, alright. Yeah. I know. I know 

what she's trying to do here. [...] I was really hoping 

for sex. Which was a lot, which is, which, which like, 

okay, here: a guy doesn't drive over an hour and leave 

empty handed.”

Unreliable signals of consent



Asking for and giving consent to 

enter personal space in AR/VR



Environmental 

consent



Next steps
• Developing and testing consent mechanics with users of diverse 

gender and sexual identities to assess ease and willingness to use

• Deploying consent mechanics in VR-to-AR interactions to study 

influence on behavior and mitigate adverse impact
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